“DOUBLE DIAMOND SPECTACULAR”
SECOND CHANCE DRAWING RULES
1. These rules apply to the $20 instant scratch game #1297 (“Double Diamond
Spectacular”) offered for sale by the New Hampshire Lottery Commission.
2. Players who successfully claimed and received prizes of $1,000 in Game #1297 will
be automatically entered into a drawing as detailed below.
3. Prize claims must be in accordance with Chapter Sw 600 (Rules for Prize Claims) and
other applicable rules, including Sw 1000 (Rules for all Instant Lottery Games)
4. Prizes referred to in (2) above are gross, before deduction of any applicable taxes or
child support charges made in accordance with Sw 503.06 Suspension Due to Child
Support.
5. The date for the drawing will be at the sole discretion of the Executive Director of
The New Hampshire Lottery Commission; provisionally, it will be when the game is
substantially sold out or after the last available prize of $1,000 is claimed.
6. The drawing will be conducted in accordance with NH Chapter Sw 600 – Rules for
Second Chance Drawings.
7. Any claims for prizes described in (2) shall be made before close of business on the
business day prior to the drawing to be eligible for the drawing.
8. The file numbers of prize claims described in (2) above will be entered in a
spreadsheet and five (5) of these file numbers will be randomly selected at the
drawing.
9. Each of the five (5) finalists will be contacted subsequent to the drawing and will be
invited to attend a “Grand Drawing” at a date and venue to be decided. Should any
finalist declare that he/she cannot or will not attend the Grand Drawing, the finalist
may nominate a person of his/her choice to deputize for him/her at the Grand
Drawing; this “deputy” may be a Lottery employee should the finalist so decide.
10. Should a finalist be a legal minor (less than 18 years of age), he/she may participate
in the Grand Drawing on condition that he/she be accompanied by a legal guardian.
The legal guardian shall sign a document permitting the minor to participate in the
Grand Drawing and shall hold the New Hampshire Lottery Commission harmless as
described in “D” below.
11. Should one or more of the finalists or authorized deputy fail to attend the Grand
Drawing at the allocated time, the Draw Supervisor shall nominate a third party or a
present Lottery employee to represent the absent finalist, with no compensation
due to the third party or Lottery employee.
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12. The format of the Grand Drawing will be finalized prior to the determined date of
said drawing and all participants will be notified of the format and rules prior to the
drawing.
13. The prizes for the Grand Drawing will be two (2) prizes of $1,000 and two (2) prizes
of $5,000 before applicable taxes, and 1 Grand Prize described in (14) below.
14. The Grand Prize is $1,000,000. This is payable as an annuity over 25 years. The cash
option is $700,000 before taxes.

GENERAL
A. Persons participating in the Grand Drawing agree to be photographed, video-taped
or televised at the Grand Drawing event.
B. Participants agree that their photograph likenesses, names and towns of residence
may be used by the New Hampshire Lottery Commission for publicity purposes and
press releases.
C. The Lottery reserves the right to approve or reject any deputy or proxy proposed by
a finalist. Further, the Lottery reserves the right to refuse to permit any finalist or
designee to participate in a Grand Drawing should the Draw Supervisor consider the
participant to be under the influence of alcohol or drugs or to be disruptive.
D. Participants release and hold harmless the New Hampshire Lottery Commission and
its agents and employees from any liability arising out of participation in the “Double
Diamond Spectacular” drawings. The Commission is not responsible for any
negligence of any person, or any claim, liability, injury, property loss, or other loss to
participants or their companions arising from or in connection with any event or
occurrence related to these drawings.
E. Employees of the New Hampshire Lottery Commission, their vendors and advertising
company and immediate family members of same are prohibited from participating
in any “Double Diamond Spectacular” drawings, other as described in (9) above.
F. The Commission reserves the right to modify without notice any rule and any times
and dates when circumstances warrant and when it is in the best interest of the
Commission to do so.
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